THE FEDERAL COURTS AND THE FEDERAL SYSTEM

The text in this course is Richard Fallon et al., Hart and Wechsler's *The Federal Courts and the Federal System, 5th ed.*, and the supplement. You should also have a copy of the Judiciary Act, Title 28 USC. The bookstore has copies in connection with this course. We may use further supplements from time to time.

Introduction: Development and structure of the federal judicial system
1-54

I. Cases and Controversies
   Nature of federal judicial power
   55-90
   Finality of decisions: judicial independence
   91-102 through note 2
   Standing
   114-138 through note 4
   Congressional power to confer standing
   143-155 through note 4
   Mootness
   199-207 through note 4; 212-215 thru note 2
   Ripeness
   217-227 through note 2

II. Congressional Power over the Distribution of Judicial Power
   Power to Restrict
   319-340 through note 3; 352-57 note 3
   Congressional Authority to Allocate Power to non-Art. III Tribunals
   Judicial Review by Art. III Tribunals
   362-373 through note 5
   Legislative Courts
   377-401 through note 7; 403-416 and supplement 25-26 – Hamdi and Rasul cases
   Federal Authority and State Courts
   418-429
   Removal of federal claims and exclusive jurisdiction
   429-443
   Obligation to follow federal law
   443-450 through note 4
III. Federal Review of State Court Decisions
   Historical and General; 28 USC 1257
   466-494
   Independent and Adequate State Grounds
   494-510; read 510-27 as background
   State Procedural Requirements
   541-557 through note 4.
   Final Judgment Rule
   586-594

IV. Federal Question Jurisdiction of Federal Courts
   Introduction and History
   826-831 – read as background
   Scope of the Constitutional Grant
   832-853 through note 6
   Statutory Limits – 28 USC 1331
   Well-Pleaded Complaint Rule
   856-870
   State incorporation of federal law
   Supplement 51-57 – Grable case; supplement 66-67 note 5
   Declaratory Judgments
   886-904
   Federal question and officers removal – 28 USC 1441; 1442
   905-910 through note 3; Anderson case, supplement 67-69
   Supplemental or Pendent Jurisdiction; 28 USC 1367
   918-922

V. Federal Common Law
   Introduction and Crimes
   685-690 – read as background
   Civil Actions – General
   690-704
   Federally-created interests
   709-729
   Implications of federal jurisdictional grants: the example of international law
   743-758; Sosa case, supplement 42-45
   Enforcing Primary Obligations
   Private remedies for statutory violations
   766-788 through note 6
   Remedies for constitutional violations
   793-804
   Remedies against federal officers- 804-812
VI. Suits Challenging Official Acts
  Federal Actions – Overview
    938-944 – read as background
  Federal sovereign immunity and remedies
    944-972
  State Official Acts – Amendment 11 to the Constitution
    Origin and Interpretation
    973-987
  Suits against officers and states
    987-1004
  Abrogation of immunity
    1004-1023
    Abrogation by Congress
    1023-1033 through note 6; Hibbs and Lane cases, supplement 73-76
    1039-1064 through note 6
  Constitutional Protection against state official acts
    Scope
    1067-1072
  Civil Rights Cases; 42 USC 1983
    1072-1112
  Official Immunity
    1112-1129 through note 9

VII. Judicial Federalism: Limitations on federal jurisdiction
  Introduction
    1142-1148
  Statutory Limits
    1148-1170
  Exhaustion of remedies
    1179-1186
  Pullman abstention
    1186-1198 and handout on abstention
  Equitable restraints in the federal courts
    1213-1251
  Civil cases
    1251-1258